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typically seen as a function of employment, selfemployed workers should be immune. Research
on alienation in recent decades has focused on two
key problems or issues. First, how does alienation
manifest in service work, when there is no clear
“product” of the labor process? When the “product” is a satisfied customer, or a service rendered,
can workers still be alienated? Arlie Hochschild,
in her discussion of service work and “emotional
labor,” argues yes. In fact, because employers of
service workers dictate not only what workers do
but also how they should do it, what they should
look like as they are doing it, and sometimes even
how they should feel about what they are doing,
alienation may be even more intense in today’s
service economy. Only with a fundamental change
in the mode of production, where workers would
be empowered to collectively determine the way
they work, would alienation disappear.
Second, research has attempted to ascertain
why workers do not voice feelings of alienation
more often. Contemporary research on alienation
has shifted, with less of an emphasis on who owns
the means of production and more emphasis on
the conditions under which people work. Counter to expectations, surveys assessing people’s attitudes toward their work find that most workers
are generally satisfied with their jobs. Nevertheless, it is unclear how closely job satisfaction is
related to alienation. Given the lack of alternatives, workers may expect their work to be at
least somewhat alienating, and they may seek
fulfillment elsewhere. Thus, they may be satisfied
with their work because they see no real alternative to alienating labor. Herbert Marcuse argues
that because alienation is so pervasive, people
have lost the ability to recognize it. Rather than
seeking fulfillment through labor, people seek
meaning in the things that they can buy with the
income they make from working.
Although consumerism does not offer any deep
meaning or true fulfillment, it distracts people, and
brings them a measure of contentment. Although
Marx believed that work was fulfilling, it is often
viewed as unfulfilling: an activity that must be
done so that people can earn a living and seek fulfillment elsewhere. Nevertheless, there is considerable disagreement about whether work today is
more alienating and unfulfilling than in the past.
Many people have jobs that require them to be at

least a little bit creative. Workers have a preference
for work that grants autonomy and creativity, and
people who are able to work creatively express
higher levels of well-being and better health. Given
a choice, people prefer not to work in alienating,
highly controlled work environments.
Tracey L. Adams
University of Western Ontario
See Also: Emotional Labor; Job Satisfaction; Marx,
Karl.
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Alternative Organizations
and Cooperatives
A small but intriguing sector of the economy,
worker cooperatives show the promise as well
as the problems of democratic worker self-management. Both radicals and conservatives have
alternated between views of worker cooperatives
as training for socialism and as a wet blanket
on working-class activism, albeit with different
assessments of these values. Worker cooperatives,
which date back to the 18th century, are entirely
owned and operated by those who produce their
goods or services. Worker-owners’ democratic
control is based on the premise of one vote per
member, rather than on a percentage of ownership,
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and can be organized as participatory, representative, or both. Some worker cooperatives hire
managers, while others delegate responsibility
by vote. Worker cooperatives are distinct from
other types of cooperatives (e.g., consumer, agricultural, housing, health care, financial, and child
care) in that their only shareholders are typically
their employees. However, they share characteristics with other cooperatives in that participation
is voluntary and nonexclusive, and members have
autonomous democratic control of the organization and its capital.
U.S. History
While a few early worker cooperatives were
formed in the 17th century as fortuitous outcomes of labor disputes, industrial worker cooperation only began to flourish with the support
of the developing labor and cooperative movements. Most worker cooperative activity in the
United States occurred in three periods: labor
(1840s–1880s), self-help (1930s), and countercultural (late 1960s–early 1980s). The labor period
had two waves, before and after the Civil War.
Striking or locked-out workers in the northeast
and Pennsylvania collectively set up shop in the
1840s and 1850s, but this time with the support
of nascent labor unions. However, under intense
attack by churches, the media, local business associations, and some states that refused to grant
charters to the cooperatives, as well as internal
struggles over inclusion between skilled white men
and other workers, this wave receded before the
Civil War. Even before the war ended, however,
worker cooperatives began to surge again.
Largely developed by the Knights of Labor but
also by the National Labor Union and the agriculturally based Grange movement, worker cooperatives were linked to a dense network of consumer
cooperatives as part of the Knights’ ambition to
create a competing nonmarket economy. Organizations such as the National Colored Labor Union
also promoted worker cooperatives as a solution
to racist exclusion from many skilled trades. At its
height, there were up to 500 worker cooperatives
in skilled and unskilled occupations, such as shipbuilding, printing, glassblowing, shoe and cigar
making, plumbing, mining, and garment manufacture. Most worker cooperatives did not survive
the demise of the Knights and their alternative

The June 21, 1882, issue of Puck depicts a gathering of the
Knights of Labor worker cooperative, where a burdened laborer
attempts to climb a greased “monopoly” pole to reach a “prize”
of higher wages, while a carriage of millionaires looks on.

economy in the late 1880s—either transitioning
into limited partnerships or collapsing under the
weight of economic and social struggles.
Without an active worker cooperative movement, the self-help–period cooperatives of the
Great Depression of the 1930s had to reinvent
themselves. Self-help cooperatives were less ideologically rooted in labor concepts of worker
power and more in community economic stabilization. Developed by organizations such as the
Unemployed Exchange Association of Oakland,
California, and the interracial Southern Tenant
Farmers’ Union in Arkansas, and later partially
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funded by New Deal agencies, workers’ production in a variety of cooperative mills, factories,
canneries, and workshops was linked to consumer cooperatives through the use of a scrip
system. At its height, up to half a million people
were involved. While some, such as the plywood
cooperatives in the Pacific northwest, thrived for
decades, most worker cooperatives were wiped
out by New Deal laws restricting wages for labor
done in federally funded cooperatives and prohibiting community use of scrip, and by the eventual
availability of wartime jobs.
Like the self-help cooperatives, worker cooperatives in the countercultural period were disconnected from the previous era and developed
among a different group: the primarily white and
middle-class youth of the late 1960s. Members
of this counterculture grew up with privilege and
affluence, but rejected what they saw as endemic
dehumanization within American culture. Their
target was not only capitalism but also bureaucracy; they sought not only to empower workers
and communities but also to transform work by
stripping it of hierarchical relations that separate
people, unequal pay that reproduces inequalities,
and specialization of tasks that alienates workers
from what they produce. Their preferred method
of control was what Joyce Rothschild has termed
“collectivist-democratic”: decentralized and participatory decision making, with no permanent
positional management. Having far greater access
to wealth than their predecessors, countercultural
worker cooperatives were easily, if shallowly, capitalized, and it has been estimated that in the mid1970s there were over 5,000 such worker-owned
collectives in a wide range of industries including
forestry, construction and carpentry, print shops,
food processing and service, legal and health clinics, schools, and media outlets. Stores had long
been organized as consumer cooperatives, and
worker cooperative stores emerged.
Yet, most worker cooperatives of this period did
not survive the increased financial demands of their
no-longer-young members, the challenges of balancing social movement commitment and market
performance, or their inability to directly confront
contradictions between internal social inequality
and an egalitarian rhetoric. By the mid-1980s, only
a few hundred remained. Although their numbers
are still small, today worker cooperatives exist in

diverse industries ranging from retail outlets (such
as the San Francisco, California, 250-employee
Rainbow Grocery) to high tech (such as the Madison, Wisconsin, 50-employee Isthmus Engineering Manufacturers) to domestic and home health
care services (including the New York City–based
Cooperative Home Care Associates, with more
than 1,000 employees).
Worker Cooperatives Around the World
Worker cooperatives have proven more durable
elsewhere. The most successful is probably the
Mondragón Corporation, a Basque-Spanish conglomeration of industrial and service cooperatives,
with a cooperative bank and educational institutions, which emerged during the Francisco Franco
dictatorship of Spain in the 1950s and in 2012
employed over 80,000 workers in more than a
dozen countries. Mondragón’s success is at least
partially because of the lively worker cooperative
culture in southern Europe, where diverse groups
and communities have supported worker cooperatives for over 100 years, from the French Paris
Commune of 1871 to the contemporary ceramics industry of the Emilia Romgna region of Italy.
Worker cooperation is perhaps even more vital
outside Europe. Kerala, the most socialist state in
India, is home to the 50-year-old chain of India
Coffee House cafes, with more than 400 locations.
It is also where the integrated industries of the
Kerala Dinesh Beedi Workers Central Co-Op have
been located since 1969, with more than 12,000
employees in five production and service sectors.
Although both of the Kerala projects were
instigated and supported by the local Communist
Party of India (Marxist), state socialism has largely
eschewed cooperatives, preferring state-run agricultural collectivization projects. Yet, cooperatives
were part of the emerging Soviet Union’s New Economic Policy until 1928 and, as “workers’ councils,” helped create a semicooperative basis for
Yugoslavia’s industrialization in the 1950s. China’s
Gung Ho cooperatives produced crucial weaponry
and military materials during the 1937 Japanese
invasion, and although shut down by the Cultural
Revolution, Gung Ho reappeared in the mid1980s to help develop a new generation of stateworker democratic workplace control. Elsewhere,
worker cooperatives were incorporated into state
building projects: In what is now Israel, the largely
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agricultural residential-producer kibbutz system also made desirable consumer and industrial
goods that could not easily be imported. Kibbutzes
helped dramatically increase the Jewish population
of Palestine and, as statehood loomed, were often
established at contested borders.
Goals and Outcomes
Worker cooperatives have multiple goals. They
aim to return the value of their labor to workers and to create stable and economically supportive jobs that help not only particular workers
but also their communities. They strive to reduce
inequality based on class, race, gender, sexuality,
nationality, and religion. They want to give workers a voice in how they do their work and the way
their companies are run, with the goal of creating not only a more enjoyable experience of work
but also more knowledgeable and active local,
national, and even international communities.
Outcomes of these economic, social, and political goals have been mixed. Cooperatives have
been excellent laboratories for developing new
forms of workplace control: Participative management and employee profit sharing are now
common practices that originated in cooperative
firms. Members of worker cooperatives are generally enthusiastic about their learning opportunities and sense of dignity at work. Worker cooperatives typically root jobs in communities, rather
than relocating elsewhere in search of cheaper
labor. While the countercultural period primarily
provided cooperative jobs to already-advantaged
sectors of the labor market, this was atypical:
Historically, worker cooperatives have been most
prevalent among the working class.
Yet, worker cooperatives have not necessarily
lived up to their promise. The available research
has failed to show evidence of increased local,
national, or international political activity by
cooperative members. On the contrary, it seems
that worker cooperatives may transform militant labor and community social change activism
into more conservative status quo maintenance
when members identify more as owners than as
workers. Worker cooperatives have often proven
unsustainable, and thus unable to provide lasting
support to individual workers or local communities. They either collapse under concerted attacks
by business and/or state interests, turn into
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limited partnerships profiting off hired labor, or
limp along under financial conditions that permit
only the most asset-rich workers to participate.
Contemporary Worker Cooperatives
At present, there is a global increase in worker
cooperatives, particularly in poor and marginalized sectors of the labor market. Although the
industrial kibbutzes have largely privatized and
Kerala Dinesh Beedi is struggling to survive, the
Mondragón Corporation is expanding into areas
as diverse as Poland, Vietnam, and the United
States. In Central and South America, hundreds
of worker cooperatives have been founded in the
last two decades, from Mexico’s “economía solidaria” in the Zapatista-controlled region of Chiapas; to the numerous militant worker takeovers
of factories across Argentina; to Venezuela’s statesponsored transfer of factories to increasingly
self-governing groups of workers, already comprising roughly 5 percent of the workforce. More
than Japanese 12,000 housewives have formed
cooperatives of part-time women workers in the
Tokyo-Yokohama region.
In China, the privatization of capital has been
accompanied by state-sponsored community collectivized industries such as Hong Kong’s Women
Worker Cooperatives, retraining displaced industrial workers. Worker cooperatives are increasingly a part of community economic development:
In South Africa, state and trade union support has
helped develop many small and mid-sized businesses to train workers previously locked out of
the apartheid labor market; in Central and West
African countries, nongovernmental organizations have developed sewing and crafts cooperatives among women; and in the United States, the
Cleveland model has brought environmentally
sustainable industries to low-income Cleveland,
Ohio, communities. WAGES (Women’s Action to
Gain Economic Security) and Arizmendi Bakeries in northern California have both developed a
“rhizome” model, where small housecleaning and
bakery production and retail cooperatives help
develop new autonomous collectives supported
by a centralized office. It remains to be seen if the
current popularity of worker cooperatives represents a new wave, let alone a stronger challenge
to economic arrangements, or if they new cooperatives be unable to meet workers’ needs as in
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the past. But there are differences from earlier
periods. Worker cooperatives are now far more
inclusive across class, gender, and race. Much
more attention has been paid to long-range economic and environmental sustainability. These
organizations also tend to be more formalized.
Worker cooperatives may not completely transform the institution of work, but—particularly
for those in the most marginalized sectors of the
labor market—they continue to model the potential for employment with dignity, economic stability, work/life balance, and autonomy.
Joan M. Meyers
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
See Also: Control, Workplace; Employee
Participation; Employee Stock Ownership Plans;
Organized Labor; Organized Labor, Cross-National.
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Assembly
Assembly involves putting a product together from
component parts. Assembly lines involve dividing
up tasks and organizing them sequentially to build
multiple copies of the same product. Workers on
assembly lines typically perform a single, simple

task, and parts move on conveyor belts as workers
pick up these parts and install them. Historically,
assembly line production techniques were adopted
to increase efficiency, standardization, and control
over workers. There were several early examples
of assembly lines. Venetian ship factories in the
early 16th century used assembly lines to produce a ship in a day. Adam Smith’s pin factory
example of the division of labor was similar, but
it used a minimal assembly process. Eli Whitney
used interchangeable parts to make agricultural
machines, and in the mid-1800s, Samuel Colt used
a full assembly line with interchangeable parts to
produce his famous revolver. Batch production is
also assembly, but it involves totally completing
one item before working on the next (e.g., most
house construction). C. Berggren showed that
batch techniques had promise with car assembly
in Sweden, but the experiment at the Uddevalla
plant closed after four years.
In the late 1800s, Frederick Taylor’s idea of scientific management, or Taylorism, was not actually assembly since it focused on machine shops,
but many of his principles of applying science to
management influenced the development of the
assembly process. Henry Ford began producing
the Ford Model T in 1913 on a moving assembly line after he was inspired by what he heard
about meat-packing operations in Chicago (i.e.,
carcass disassembly). The result of his production
methods was cars produced every three minutes. It
was important to keep the assembly line moving
(machine utilization) in order to maximize production. This was a “push” system and involved
assembly line production in large amounts.
Antonio Gramsci first defined Fordism in his
essay “Americanism and Fordism,” including
three principles: standardized or interchangeable
parts; special-purpose tools to make assembly
lines possible, especially for low-skilled workers;
and workers paid enough to afford the products
that they make, which, according to Eli Chinoy,
allowed them to enter the middle class (the American dream). Henry Ford consolidated these principles when he built his enormous Rouge River plant
on the southern Detroit border after World War I.
“McDonaldization” is sociologist George Ritzer’s
extension of Fordism to the fast-food industry, and
the extension of the principles of McDonald’s and
the assembly-line production of food to broader

